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What is a trailer: showing, not telling

Link to Cloverfield trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvNkGm8mxiM!

Link to Phenomena trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2SkLWyYQb0!

Link to Blood’s a Rover trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HN6EEcpTLNo!



What is a BOOK trailer: okay, some telling

•  A video advertisement

•  More cost-effective and far-reaching than a book tour

•  A chance to say more than what’s on the book jacket

•  A ready made pitch to readers

•  Another channel to promote your book

•  A call to action

•  A level playing field 

•  One part of a larger, brand-building marketing effort



Types of book trailers

SORT BY: LEAST TO MOST EXPENSIVE

•  Video podcasts / author interview

•  Moving photo albums

•  Cinematic

•  Animated / motion graphics



Types: PODCAST / AUTHOR INTERVIEW

PROS

•  Lower production cost

•  Explore motivation for story

•  Markets the author

•  Behind-the-scenes look

•  Works well for established authors 
with a fan base

CONS

•  Trying to sell two things: the author 
and the story

•  It’s hard to boil an interview down to 
two minutes or less

•  Are you a good salesperson?

Link to trailer/interview:!
https://www.youtube.com/watchv=lW0XVno-0gM  !



Types: MOVING PHOTO ALBUMS

PROS

•  Lower production cost

•  Minimal use of editing software

•  Can provide an appropriate vision

CONS

•  Can look home-made

•  Can appear corporate

•  Requires more preparation

•  Caution: Copyrighted images 

Link to trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOokYdj_d6I!



Types: CINEMATIC

PROS

•  Can appear more expensive 

•  Shows potential for book to be 
optioned into movie or TV series

•  Exciting, engaging

•  If done right, can be centerpiece of a 
social media campaign

CONS

•  IS expensive (script, crew, equipment, 
costumes, actors, editing, etc.)

•  Risks putting a face, or look, on 
characters readers would otherwise 
picture in their minds

•  ROI hard to determine

Link to trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW5cIOEzAmM!



Types: ANIMATED/MOTION GRAPHICS

PROS

•  Popular visual device

•  No cast/crew to hire

•  Can incorporate more than just words 
on the screen

CONS

•  Most expensive type of trailer

•  Can appear too edgy, not a fit for all 
genres

•  Requires technical savvy; not DIY

•  Like cinematic, ROI hard to determine

Link to trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGHCnE98fdU!



What makes a GOOD book trailer?

•  Emotional engagement

•  Getting to the point quickly

•  Respecting your audience

•  A clear message

•  Hint at story, not too much

•  A call to action
Link to trailer:!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOXDD3atWco!



What makes a BAD book trailer?

•  Showing faces of your main character(s)
•  Going over two minutes

•  Overreaching your resources

•  Content not related to the book

•  Excessive words on the screen

•  Bad editing
•  No clear call to action 

•  Credits Link to trailer: !
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwU2O0Ufoug!

Link to trailer: !
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwU2O0Ufoug!



DIY vs. PROs

DIY

•  Save MONEY

•  Total creative control

•  Learning curve

•  Self-imposed, flexible deadline

•  Open-ended budget

•  Focus on completing video

PROS

•  Save TIME

•  Collaborate with VISUAL creatives

•  Experienced professionals

•  Discussed, agreed-upon deadline

•  Fixed budget

•  Focus on overall marketing plan

Online correspondence services like Red 14 and Amazon 
provide approximate results starting at $2,000.

www.fragastudios.com



Book Trailers 101:�
Find the Hook for your Book!

Helpful Resources

•  youtube.com & vimeo.com – video 
hosting sites

•  facebook.com, twitter.com, tumblr.com

•  bookriot.com

•  indytrailers.com

•  bookreels.com

•  booktrailersforreaders.com

•  freesound.org and incompetech.com – 
free music and sound archives

•  Tutorial: 7 Tips for Better Book 
Trailers: 
http://eboundcanada.org/resources/
tutorials/231-7-tips-for-better-book-
trailers

•  Surveying the Good and Bad in Book 
Trailers: 
http://publishingperspectives.com/
2011/03/surveying-the-good-and-bad-
book-trailers/

•  Fantastic Book Trailers and the 
Reasons They’re So Good: 
http://therumpus.net/2013/06/
fantastic-book-trailers-and-the-
reasons-theyre-so-good/


